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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Statement of Problem

The problem of this study was to evaluate the tradi-

tional method of teaching reading and the modern method of

teaching reading as they influence personality, interest,

mental health, and behavior.

Purpose of Studr

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the tradi-

tional method of teaching reading and the modern method of

teaching reading in their influences on personality, inter-

est, mental health, and behavior. Many studies have been

made to determine the value of these two methods of teaching

reading as far as achievement tests are concerned. It has

been shown that the traditional methods gave better results

as far as standardized achievement tests were concerned. The

standardized tests are compiled because of, and built upon,

the traditional method of teaching; so necessarily these

tests show superiority of that method. The purpose here is

to show that the modern method will produce better results

as far as the following are concerned:

. *.the ability to meet one's day-by-day
problems resourcefully; to develop the capacities

I
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and skills that make for competent citizenship
(in the school room as well as elsewhere); to
become dependable, self-responsible, coopera-
tive, and socially well oriented; to become
literate in using the skills of communication;
to acquire the skills and habits needed for ef-
ficient, healthful living; and, to develop the
capacity to think for and act for one's self.1

In other words, the purpose is to show that the modern

method of teaching reading aids in the development of better

personalities, interests, mental health, and behaviors. The

modern method of teaching reading also provides for continu-

ity in learning. This aids in the development of better per-

sonalities and behaviors. According to Alice Miel

. . . sometimes the range of experiences
offered by the school has been so narrow and
inappropriate for given individuals that they
have not been able to have the experiences they
needed most to continue an integrative type of
learning. Some individuals have been put under
so much pressure to follow an externally imposed,
artificial continuity that their own best sequence
has been interrupted. Sometimes so much fear and
tension have accompanied the pressure to learn that
someone else has planned that individuals have
worked at much less than par. Fixed grade standards,
units that 'culminate,' and grade groupings that
mark education into discrete steps are other barriers
to continuity in learning.2

Sources of Data

Data for this study were obtained from authors of in-.

fluence of philosophy and psychology on the curriculum,

1Gertrude Hildreth, Child Growth thro h Education, p.a
2Alice Miel, Continuity in Learning, Bulletin No. 87,

Association for Childhood Education International, p. 5.
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authors of educational objectives and learning experiences,

and, authors of curriculm study at the first-grade level.

An experimental study of actual classroom situations

was made. Two groups of children of about equal mental abil-

ity were used. One group was taught more or less tradition-

ally, and one group was guided more or less along the modern

trends of education.

Description of Methods Used in Study

One group was taught subject matter as isolated facts in

order that the mind be trained and the intellect be culti-

vated. Facts were memorized and mechanical drill was em-

ployed with little reference to the meaning. Reading was

taught as "word calling" without much attention being paid

to the meaning of the words. Children were allowed to keep

the reading books in their desks to be looked at all through

the day, thus losing interest and pleasure to be derived from

fresh material. The books were sent home in order that the

mothers might teach the lesson to be recited to the teacher

the next day. No attention was given to development of the

whole personality of each individual child. Mental health

was given no consideration, and if a pupil learned the sub-

ject matter, he was considered bright. If he failed to learn

and caused behavior problems, he was marked as a dull child.

The needs and purposes of each individual child were not con-

sidered. The child as a whole was not thought of at all.

-MAMIVNM
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The other group was guided, as far as the community and

school board would allow, along more modern trends of educa-

tion. Each child was considered as a worthwhile, individual

personality. Reading was used as a tool to attain the pur-

poses and meet the needs of each child. The teachers sought

to aid personal growth, to develop sound mental health, and

to develop well-rounded personalities through satisfying the

need of each child to be appreciated and loved, to be happy,

to excel in some undertaking, to achieve a satisfactory so-

cial status, and to get along with his classmates in the

freedom of democratic living. Continuous learning was sought

in the evolving purposes of the individuals as well as of the

groups.

Limitations

The con clusions from this study must be drawn with reser-

vations for the following reasons:

1. The number of cases studied was 126 children, which

was a limited number of children.

2. The study was made over only seven and one-half

months.

3. Scoring the tests involved some subjective judg-

ments.

4. The group taught under traditional methods was very

traditional as far as use of isolated subject matter was con-

cerned, but followed some of the modern ideas of self expression

-sw
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in art and science collections. The purposes of the children

that might have developed from this self expression were not

followed up.

5. The group taught under more modern methods was

guided in its experiences from the standpoint of the inter-

ests, needs, and purposes in a democratic setting, but was

not free to follow up all experiences and evolving purposes

as the teachers would have liked to do.

Procedure

After eight weeks of the first term of school had elapsed,

reading readiness tests were given. These tests were Primar

Classification Tests, Form A, devised by L. C. pressey.3 Otis

uick-Scorin Mental AbliLty Tests4 were given in order to ar-

rive at an intelligence quotient for each child and to show

that the two groups in the study were of about equal intelli-

gence. The California Test of Personality5 was given in De-

cember and again in May to see whether or not any of the per-

sonality traits had developed. HlaggEe-Olson-WickmanBe-

havior Rating Schedules6 were used by the teachers both in

3L. C. Pressey, Primary Classification Test, For A,
Department of Psychology, Ohio State University.

4Arthur S. Otis, Otis juieck-Scorin6 Mental Ability Tests,
p Test, FormA.

5Louis P. Thorpe, Willis V. Clark, and Ernest V. Tiegs,
California Test of Personalit , Primary Form

6 M. E. Haggerty, V. C. Olson, and E. K. Wickman, HaLgerty-
Olson-Wickman Behavior RatIn Schedules.
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December and in May. These were used for the study of be-

havior problems and problem tendencies in children. In the

middle of January and the last of April the Metropolitan

Achievement Tests7'were given. Primary FormR was given in

January; PrimaryForm T was used in April. These tests were

used to determine the influence of the traditional method

and of the modern method of teaching reading, as far as

achievement in subject matter was concerned. These tests

were all called games, and the children seemed to enjoy tak-

ing them. At one time the children even clapped their hands

when they saw that they were going to play a "new gaie,"

The children were from five d fferent first-grade rooms in
Ellis Conty. The supervisors helped to select these first-

grade rooms so that the children would be of about the same
ability. One hundred twenty-six children were selected for
the study; sixth-three were taught by traditional method of
teaching reading, and sixth-three were taught by modern method
of teaching reading,

The Otis uick-Scoring Mental Abiliy Test was given to
show that the group of children taught by the traditional
method and the group taught by the modern method were about
equal in intelligence. Both the verbal and non-verbal tests
were given to secure a more reliable score. This test was

7 Gertrude H.Iildreth, Ie oitan Achievement Tests,Primary I Bat terv Form R and E__mar I Bat orm T.'
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also given to get a better understanding of the potentiali-

ties of each individual. Of course, no test is absolutely

accurate, and intelligence tests do not always give a true

picture of the intelligence of each individual, but they do

give the teacher something to work on in helping the total

development of each personality.

Table I gives the results from the Otis L-ScorinL

Ment al Ab ili ty Tests.

TABLE 1

OTIS jUICK-SCORING MENTAL ABILITY TESTS WITH RESULTSFROM TRADITIONAL ETHOD OF TEACHINGGREADING ANDFROM MODERN DIETHOD OF TEACHING READING

Mean Ton-- MeanMle an IMe an In -Group Taking herbal Verbal Total telligence
"TestScore Score Score Score

-LJadutuiuIona
method of
teaching
reading

Modern method
of teaching
reading

37.60

44.58

50*79

52.82

88.39

97.42

101.79

107.00

As the standard norm for the intelligence quotient is
from 90 to 110, Table I shows that the average score was not
very high for either group. But the fact that the average
scores ran so closely together throughout the test shows that
the children in each group were about equal in intelligence.

0
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Studies show that environment has much to do with the

education and personality of a person; thus, what his en.-

vironment becomes in the schoolroom and the guidance given

to develop the potentialities of each individual are things

that will show what will happen to any child within the

schoolroom. This situation should be planned by the whole

environment, teacher-pupil-parent, as well as by the school

administration.



CHAPTER II

INFLUENCE OF TWO METHODS OF TEACHING READING ON

DEVELOPIJENT OF PERSONALITY, INTEREST, M MENTAL

HEALTH, AND BEHAVIOR AS SHOVI BY

PREVIOUS STUDIES

Traditional Method of Teaching Reading

An explanation of the traditional and modern methods of

teaching reading is taken from a discussion by L. Thomas

Hopkins.l In the traditional school the adults hold strict

control over the child. Most of the actions of the children

are done to please the teacher or to escape punishment. Any

actions other than these are considered disobedient or mis-

behaving.

Reading is taught in order to reach fixed goals deter-

mined by teacher, principal, superintendent, state school

board, or other adults. The teacher plans the reading lesson
beforehand and imposes her purposes upon the pupils as goals

to be accomplished. Certain -amounts of this "fixed knowlN

edge" must be "learned" in a day, week, or set period of
time. The content of the material has no bearing whatsoever

on purposes of each individual child or separate groups.

1 L, Thomas Hopkins, Interaction: The Democratic Prces,p. 25,

9



Emphasis of teaching is upon habits and skills to be de-

veloped in order to prepare the pupil to live in adulthood.

Unchanging facts and information are the content of the read-

in- lesson. No consideration is given to needs or purposes

of children as far as learning is concerned. Home work is

assigned in order that the teacher may "hear" the pupils

"recite" the next day. The traditional school believes

that by much repetition ideas are fixed and learning accom-

plished.

Three of the aims of the traditional method of teaching

reading are: to master the mechanics of reading, such as a

vocabulary, syllabication, and phonics; to develop habits of

good oral reading which generally degenerated into "word

calling"; and, to be able to read good literature when adult-

hood was reached. In regard to teaching the three R's,

Gertrude Hildreth has this to say:

The three Rts were formerly the beginning
and the end of corpmon school education. They weretaught as common school education. They were taught
as separate drill subjects and occupied most of theschool day. Learning these skills was supposed to'discipline the mind.' It was assumed that theharder they were to learn, the stronger the mind
became. The three R's were taught with little orno reference to the uses they served. They weremade difficult to learn by divorcing them from
children's daily lives. Young children were forcedto read, to do arithmetic computations, to write,and to spell long before the abstract symbols theymanipulated had a true meaning for them. 2

2 Gertrude Hildreth, Learnina the Three RHs, p. 1,
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There was little or no connection between lessons in

reading, use of skill subjects, and life itself. In the tra-.

ditional schools the skills of reading, writing, spelling,

and arithmetic were applied chiefly to the content subjects

taught in school, such as histor , geography, nature study,

and others. The child learned to read in order to be able

to study history, English, and other high-school subjects.

In other words reading was taught as a preparation for life

in high school, college, or adulthood. In the traditional

school, as Yoakam says:

. 6.Educators did not understand that, forretention to take place, silent reading of the
study type must be purposeful. Great faith wasonce shown in the procedure of reading a selectionover and over. This was followed, not by an evalu-ation of the main ideas, but by a regurgitation ofthe passage or foral reproduction' as it was called.
Yoakarmspeaks of the teaching directions typicalof this class of instruction: 'Read your lesson
tIll you know it. Have you read the lesson enough?How many times have you read it? Read it over
again.'

, .. 0.It was thought that oral reading roundthe class, using the start-stop method, amply satis-fied instructional demands, not only in the primarygrades, but in all above them. After one child hadrattled off a few lines, the teacher stopped him,roused the next child, and started him off on his'turn.' A steady diet of this, and the emphasisfor the teacher and pupils alike fell on seeing ifthe child 'Iknew all the words.' Meaning did notcount, and any discussion of the ideas was beyond
the realm of reading.3

3Fay Adams, Lillian Gray, and Dora Reese, TeachingChildren to Read, pp. 55-56, citing Gerald A. Yoakam,TRE adinand Study, p. 211.
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Modern ethod of Teaching Reading

The modern method of teaching reading is cooperativ,

democratic interaction, where the purposes are arrived at

by teacher-pupil planning after the needs of the individuals

who comprise the group have been found, The purposes are

recognized and accepted as individual or group purposes,

Until this is done, there can be no interaction of the chtld,

as a whole, with the environment, Emphasis is placed upon

the development of the child as a whole and not upon isolated

facts and subject matter.

The teacher-pupil planning is guided by the teacher so
that each individual child is led to think and plan for life
as it is each day instead of life at some future date. A

person cannot meet the needs of society unless he learns to
think, The personality development and behavior of each

child are guided so that the most can be obtained from life
each day as it comes. The teacher is a learner together

with the children, with no pre-determined, pre-organized

subject matter to be taught.

Reading, spelling, language, art, number work, and other
subject matter are done in connection with the development of
the purposes of the child. Habits and skills are but tools

for developing the evolving purposes of the individuals or
groups of children. Emphasis is toward building in each

learner a creative individuality. Education is considered as
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a continuous process of growth of each personality. Experi-

ence is a continuous interaction of a living organism with

its environment. Belief in the worth and dignity of each

individual human being is of first consideration in the mod-

ern method of teaching.

The teacher must have very defInite goals and objectives

such as finding the level and ability of each child, develop-
ing children along this level to think for themselves, de-

veloping whole personality so that his behaviors will enable

him to live in his surrounding society. Another objective

of modern teaching is designing the curriculum through the

interaction of the pupils with the teachers, parents, siper-

visors, principals, and all others concerned.

Learning in the modern school is based on the needs and

purposes derived from the experiences of each individual.

"Experience is the continuous interaction of what at the
time constitutes the individual and what at the time con-

stitutes the environment." 4  According to Hopkins the follow-

ing are the criteria for selecting experiences of high edu-

cative quality:

1. The experiences must begin with and con-tinue to grow out of the real felt needs of pupils.
2. The experience must be managed by all ofthe learners concerned--pupils, teachers, parents

and others--through a process of cooperative demo-
cratic interaction.

4L. Thomas Hopkins, pl. cit., p. 207.
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3. Experiences must be unified through
evolving purposes of pupils.

4, The experience must aid each individual
to increase his power to make Intelligent choices.

5. The experience must aid each individual
to mature his experiences by making progressive
improvements in the logic of such experiences.

6. The experience must increase the number
and variety of interests which each individual
consciously shares with others,

7. The experience must help each individual
build new and refine old meanings.

B. The experience must offer opportunity for
each individual to use an ever-increasing variety
of resources for learning.

9. The experience must aid each individual
to use a variety of learning activities compatible
with the variety of resources,

10. The experience must aid each individual
creatively to reconstruct and expand his best past
experience in the developing situation.

11. The experience must have dominating
properties which characterize it as a whole andwhich usually give it a name.

12. The experience must close with a satis-
factory emotional tone for each participant. 5

Other ideas of the modern school are given in Child

Growth thro Education, by Gertrude Hildreth,

Today the school recognizes as its larger taskhelping the individual develop an integrated, well-
founded personality with many-sided interests, and
worthy attitudes and purposes. A major educational
objective is to help every individual live a satis-factory life, to attain his objectives, to solve
his problems realistically, to face difficulties
courageously, to maintain a healthy, well-balanced
attitude toward life, to be reasonable and adaptable,

The school seeks to aid personal growth throughsatisfying the individual's basic urges and wants-to be a appreciated and recognized; to be happy; toachieve; to be socially approved; to have sufficientfood and money, clothing, adequate living facilities
and recreation; to achieve a satisfying family life

5Ibid., p. 218.
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and release from tension and anxiety so far as these
can be controlled through more adequate preparation
for life. The attainment of the personal qualities
needed for finding one's place in life and living
usefully from day to day becomes an objective of
school training.

The newer aim in training the intellect is not
to force children to assimilate fixed knowledge,
but to teach them to think creatively, to exercise
intelligence in everyday matters, to locate and
evaluate facts, to exercise selective judgment, to
answer questions, to find reasons, and to learn for
themselves. The pupils are encouraged to weigh
evidence from which sound conclusions can be drawn,
rather than merely to memorize factual statements,
to learn to revise their ideas, to change their
attitudes and points of view. 6

The accusation is made that school children are not learn-

ing the three R's in the modern method of teaching reading.

But schools are teaching children to read, to
write, to spell, to figure, altho they are not using
the traditional methods. Education has made improve-
ments in methods of working just as other professions
have made improvements in their skills and technics.
You can't do today's job with yesterday's tools and
be in business tomorrow.

The teacher looks first at the child and his
needs, and then uses the subject matter and the skills
that best meet those needs. That fact, probably repre-
sents the crux of the argument, in which schools seem
to be on one side of the fence and a portion of the
public on the opposite side.

The school is not failing in any of the Three R's
where it has the money with which to work; nor is
business failing to make profits. But the world isn't
being made happy or secure on mere profits or wiser
by more skill in the use of tools. Man still 'does
not live by bread alone.'

Let's quit clamoring to go back to another half
century of applying what we know to the production
of human misery. Let's pray for the knowledge we
need to 'go ahead' in education to where we get our

6Gertrude Hildreth, Child Growth through Education,
pp. 9-10.
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results in better people, not in just better adding
machines. Let's acquire the mastery of those funda-
mentals of human association--respect for others,
fair dealing, and cooperation--as well as the tradi-
tional Three R's.

--John A. Sexson, Executive
Secretary

California Association of
School Administrators,
Pasadena7

Influence of Traditional Method of Teaching
ReadIng on Personality, Interest,

Mental Health, and Behavior

In the traditional school the chief purpose has always

been to develop skill in reading so that the child could, as

promptly as possible, use reading skill in attacking many

school subjects.8 Mental training, or mental discipline,

played an important role. Many processes, even though they

had no practical use for the ordinary person, were included

(in reading as well as in mathematics) merely because they

were a part of the mathematical system, in order to enhance

the disciplinary value of the subject.9

To though, ht was given to the development of an individual

child or his personality. Many children developed mental ill-

health because they did not fit in the groove in which they

were supposed to fit. The mental institutions of the state

are filled with these unfortunates who were not given a chance

7 felen K. Mackintosh, "We Are Teaching the Three R'siJour al of the Tational Education Association, XXXIX (Novem-

8 Edward William Dolch, Problems in Reading, p. 12.
9Hollis L. Caswell and associates, Curriculu .mprve-mont in Public School Systems, p. 11.
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to develop normally. The child who could conform and fit

nto the pattern of the traditional school was termed bright.

In regard to behavior problems pertaining to mental health

and personality, Rivlin made these observationss:

Investigations have indicated that teachers
tend to over-emphasize the seriousness of conduct
disorders of the aggressive type and to under-
estimate the significance of behavior disorders
which do not result in classroom disorder. Such
classroom offenses as whispering, which take on
so much importance in the eyes of some teachers,
worry the psychiatrist not at all, On the other
hand, few teachers are concerned with the timid
pupil and the asocial child, although the mental
hygienist regards such behavior as serious enough
to warrant early remedial care.10

Ivany of the behavior problems of the traditional school

"represent nothing more fundamental than the reactions of

the energetic youngster to the restrictions of an unnatural

school situation." 11 These behavior problems may indicate

weaknesses in the school's procedures, but they are not

symptomatic of any emotional disorder. The child did not

fit into the pattern conceived by the teacher and thus de-

veloped a personality complex of inferiority.

Mental inferiority is a cause of problem be-
havior in class only when the school refuses to
accept the challenge presented by the pupil whosedeficiency renders the ordinary curriculum andprocedure inappropriate. The school can remove
many of the difficulties presented by the mentally
deficient pupil by adjusting the curriculum so that

1 0Harry N, Rivlin, Educating for Ajustment, p. 13.

llbid., p. 107,
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the demands made upon him are in accordance with
his abilities. One can almost say that inferior
mentality is acquired rather than innate, and that
it is the demands of the environment rather than
the childs mental deficiencies that are at the
root of the problem.12

In the traditional method of teaching reading, more time

was spent on measuring devices of isolated subject matter

than on the development of the whole personality of the child.

.1.a..In our enthusiastic use of measuring
devices, the character of our diagnosis has
prejudiced the character of our cure so that we
tend to study and treat the child as a disjointed
pattern (profile) of his dissected parts, In so
doing we minimize our understanding of the child
as a creative being, miss the key to his dynamic
potentialities.13

In the traditional school, fulfilling the schedule for

the day, month, or year was given precedent over developing

a child according to his maturity or ability, At six years

of age the child was supposed to read, regardless of his

mental and maturity age. A child was not taken at his own

leave1 and developed according to his own purposes, interests,

or needs.

The traditional school felt that the job of the school

was only to see that the child learned or memorized a certain

amount of subject matter. Now "through research by educa-

tors, psychologists, psychiatrists, . . . the child is leaning

121bid., p. 132,

1 3Franklin P. Morley, "The Role of Spontaneity in Edu-cation,' Phi Delta Kappan, XXXI (April, 1950), 366.
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much more than this whether for good or evil, whether the

school thinks it is teaching other things or not."t14

In the olden days it was often assumed that
children are Cilefly motivated in their learning
by competition for high marks or fear of failure.
To be sure these motives exist, but when they are
accentuated they make for hostile rivalry among
the top scholars and for a deep conviction of
their own inadequacy among those who cannot make
the grade. Tow we know that children are eager
to learn if the work is suited to their ability,
and that there must be flexibility in the work
of the classroom to give each child his chance
to achieve and mature. 1 5

Influence of Modern Method of Teaching Reading
on Personality, Interest, Mental Health,

and Behavior

When a child enters school, the teacher should be con-

cerned about him as a person, about his attitudes, his ideals,
his yearnings, and his ambitions. Instead of trying to find

out how much he knows, she should discover his fears, his

frustrations, his feelings of hesitation, and those of con-

fidence.

The personality of the child is no static
thing. Its essence is his way of reacting toand of acting upon the many factors in his ex-
periences. He is learning throughout all experi-ence, and in his learning he assumes now an activeand now a passive role. Both aspects of the learn-ing activities of the child make him what he is asa person. Only through detailed knowledge of each
facet of the child's totality--his physical develop-ment, his mental ability, his emotional maturity,

14Benjamin Spock, "Developing Healthy Personalities,"Phi Delta Kappan, XXXII (January, 1951),, 251,

15Ibid., pp. 251-252.
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and his social adjustnent--can he be discerned
as an integrated individual, but real discern-
ment involves recognition of the interlation-
ships between these aspects of groth

hen a child leaves the family group to begin his ad-

ventures in school, he finds an entirely new situation. He

must now be on his own as a member of a large group of many

who are entitled to an equal share of the attention of the

adult in charge. No longer are mistakes and trials explained

away with tender love and solicitude of the family group, In

accordance to his reactions he will become more adequate,

more effectual in his new experiences, or he will fail to

adapt himself to them.

Living with the children day by day, the teacher can

discover the needs and purposes of each individual child.

Some children may come from homes where they do not feel they

"belong" or are loved. These children should be led to feel

that they are accepted and appreciated by the children, as

well as by the teacher. A few of the children need greater

freedom in school, because they come from homes where the

discipline is so strict as not to permit initiative of any

kind. Many would profit from stricter discipline, because

freedom cannot be given to anyone. It must be learned and

earned. Even first-grade children can be led to understand

16Paul A. Witty and Charles E. Skinner, Mental H iene
in Modern Education, p. 133.

qawwmp-
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that for every "freedom" there is a "responsibility" to the

group at large, as well as to themselves.

Some would benefit by an opportunity to ex-
press their emotions. These are children who have
been overly repressed, with the result that their
personalities are expressionless and colorless. The
school should provide opportunity for expression in
writing, speaking, drawing, painting, moulding, sing-
ing, playing a musical instrument, play-acting, mak-
ing things, and in social activities. It is of par-
ticular importance that they be given freedom to
express their hostilities and loves, the two types
of feeling most often repressed in this culture.

A boy who is described as quick-tempered, im-
patient, excitable, and having difficulty in per-
sonal relations has never learned to put his ag-
gressive impulses to constructive use. The school's
program should provide him opportunity to carry
through his work successfully, to construct things,
and to take responsibility. 1

There should be an opportunity for each boy and girl to

be successful in some undertaking, both in the classroom and

outside. This undertaking should be neither too hard nor

too easy. This can be determined by the teacher as she lives

and plans with her pupils.

If the teacher is wise enough in understanding the need

of a democratic society, she will be able to guide each in-

dividual pupil in accepting his needs as his goals or pur-

poses. Only as a child accepts his needs as his purposes

is he ready to obtain meaning, as far as he is concerned,

from the undertaking in which he is engaged. He will show

his acceptance of the need as his purpose, or a thing which

17Percival J. Symonds, "Education for the Development of
Personality," EducationRDijest, XIV (March, 1949), 22-24.
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he must have, by an open manifestation of the fact. In other

words, he shows his interest in and for the topic under con-

sideration.

A careful analysis of the psychology of in-
terest indicates that it has two chief purposes
in education. The task of motivating the indi-
visual seems to be the chief function of inter-
est. Since interest increases with greater in-
sight into the nature of a goal which.has been
recognized as having great value for the indi-
vidual, his acts become more definite, more in-
tegrated and a greater intent to accomplish is
manifested. These factors are real energy build-
ing elements in motivation, and they are of un-
doubted importance in the learning process.

A second purpose of interest is that it
serves as a limiting factor. It limits the
things that can be taught with a high degree of
success to children. The evidence is clear that
where interest is lacking that learning is of an
inferior type. A lack of interest in any particu-
lar piece of school work is caused by one or both
of two things. Either the child's background of
experience is deficient or the problem is too com-
plex for his level of development. In either case
a more suitable piece of work should be offered.
This does not mean that an experience should be
entirely eliminated just because a child is not
interested in it, but it does mean that it should
be postponed until such time as the child has had
such experiences and has attained such a level of
maturity that an interest can be developed.18

As each interest and purpose of a child are acknowledged

and carefully selected in regard to life situations, the

alert teacher will discover other purposes and interests of

each child evolving from these first purposes and motivating

him into new and enriching experiences. As the teacher guides

18Jarmes F. Webb, "Children's Interests--Their Use and
Abuse," Texas Outlook, XXVII (June, 1942), 15.
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and carefully plans with the children each new development

in a democratic atmosphere, the child will grow as a whole

or total personality. This growth will take in the physi-

cal, mental, emotional, and egotistical aspects of his per-

sonality.

One of the chief functions of education isthat of promoting the growth of children. This
neans that the teacher must have a thorough knowl-
edge of the needs of each child if she expects to
provide adequate assistance in the growth process.
Probably there is no better way of obtaining anunderstanding of children and their needs than tostudy their interests and the background upon
which these interests have been developed. "With-
out such information educational efforts are hap-
hazard and arbitrary, and in many cases, result
in maladjustment of children in the form of poor
attitudes, poor work habits, and discouragement.

Since personality development is recognized
as the chief objective of education, one is forced
to think through the relationship of the problemof interest to this big objective. Many psychol-
ogists of today think of personality as being thatthing which results from a balanced interaction ofthe whole organism. As a result of this under-standing it is obvious that the human being mustbe carefully guided through a process of develop-ment in each phase of his life. Otherwise harmon-
ious interaction of these various phases can notbe expected, and the outcome will be a weak per-sonality. If each phase of the pupil's life isto be developed, he must be provided with manyand varied experiences. If he is to derive fromthese experiences a maximum value, he must havea deep interest or he must develop one throughthe insight derived and personal goals set up.Meeting the many problems of life and working outa solution to them which is satisfactory to ones
self and to society in general is the processthrough which personality is developed. This re-
quires an interest in many things. Interest
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therefore becomes one of the vital elements in
personality development.1 9

In the traditional school the teacher thought that his

only job was to see that a child learned a certain amount of

subject matter for a certain day, month, or year. It has

been found through research by educators, psychologists, and

psychiatrists that the sole purpose of a teacher is to guide

the child in living his life to the fullest extent of his ca-

pacities and in a democratic environment to develop a well-

rounded personality that can meet the demands of society.

Knowing that personality cannot be measured, but that

traits may be found that will help the teacher in guiding

personality development, the teacher gave the California

Personality Test to the children in this study.

0. 0 . at all ages there are certain person-
ality traits that are accepted and admired andthere are others that are frowned upon. Traitsmay be admired in the very young that would beundesirable in the adolescent and adult. The
teacher who endeavors to assist the child in de-veloping those traits which will help him mostin later life will be doing him a real service.

The number of elements entering into eachtrait within the personality of the child isvery great. There are no two children havingidentical personality patterns. Personality issomething unique. Therefore, it Is the most
important task of the teacher to study each in-dividual child. She should accept him as he is;observe him carefully and under a variety ofcircumstances; analyze his weak points and hisstrong points, his good traits as well as hisundesirable traits. Then, and then only, can

1 9Ibid., pp. 15-16.
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she with adequate background begin her diagnostic
study, and ascertain the exact measures she will
use with Johnny, and Mary, and Susie, and Jack.
She will no longer consider them as a group, but
as individuals, each capable of developing into
one or another of many personality patterns.20

The interests of a child will also affect his behavior.

The aggressive child prefers working in a group where he can

satisfy his hyperactive and dominance-seeking nature. The

quiet child will show greater interest in the non-competitive,

individual activities.

The teacher can assist both kinds of children
by directing in an indirect manner their various
activities so as to interest the latter in more
group play and work. The former she will guide,
that his leadership be properly directed, and
that he also learn when to give in to his com-
panions. If the aggressive individual be not
properly guided, he could develop into the so-
called tbully,' but the proper channelling of
his dominance traits can develop him into a
leader of high calibre. Similarly there is
within the child who has strong introvertive ten-
dencies the possibility of serious mental diffi-
culties later in life. By early interesting this
child in a wider variety of things, the teacher
will be doing him a great service, one that could
mean the difference between well-adjustment and
maladjustment in his later life.

Research in child psychology has shown that
the poorly adjusted children have fewer interests
than do those who are well-adjusted, and that their
interests are more self-centered. The children with
well-adjusted personalities have much more strongly
developed interests, hobbies, and social activities
than do the poorly adjusted children.21

20S. Mary Amatora, "Personality in the Primary Class-
room," Aerican Childhood, XXXVI (March, 1951), 15,

2 1 1bid.
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In the traditional school the teacher was thought of as

the "boss," and the children did as they were told because

she was the "bigest," and punishment would follow if rules

were not obeyed and directions were not followed. It has

been found that the teacher may guide in a democratic en-

vironment so that children will work cooperatively, with

the welfare of the group as a whole in mind, if interest

and purpose of each individual are used as the motivating

factors,

Studies of the influence of different typesof teacher discipline have shown that the teacher
who depends on an excessively authoritarian leader-
ship, in which he does all the bossing and the chil-dren merely obey, mayr make for an orderly classroom.
But when he gets out of earshot there is little
discipline left. The work stops. The childrentake out the hostility, that has been pent up in
them, on each other.

On the other hand, the teacher who leads demo-cratically, who encourages the fullest participa-tion of the pupils in planning their projects and
in cooperatively carrying then out, can leave theroom knowing that the work will go on almost asefficiently as when he is there. In such a class.room the children are learning cooperation, respon-
sibility, self-discipline, not as mottoes but as
wa. ys of living. 2 2

Growth, whether biological or psychological, is essen-

tially a democratic process. It occurs through the confront-

ing of differences.

It is characterized by a flexibility of re-sponding, a yielding to differences. In growththere is at once an integration of differences

22Spock, _p. cit., p. 251.
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and a further differentiation which is the emer-"
gence of an original. That process which results
in the optimum development of an individual dif-
ference; that enables the discovery of common
purposes among differences; and that takes the
physical, psychological, and social needs of all
the members of a group into consideration, is
the democratic process. Domination and authoris-
tarianism, on the other hand, are essentially
rigid responses to differences. They obstruct
the further processes of differentiation and
are themselves evidence of the failure of the
process of integration of differences.23

23Witty and Skinner, _. cit., p.181.



CHAPTER III

IL F LUENCE OF TRADITIONAL METHOD OF TEACHING REAI NG

AND MODERMEI- -THOD OF TEACHING READING ON

READING READINESS

Studies have been made, by students of the traditional

pattern of thought, which seem to imply that chronological

age is a sufficient measure of what should be expected of

children who have lived a certain number of years and months.

Such is the view taken by the traditional method of teaching

reading. People who think that all six-year-olds should

learn to read call the ones who do read "bright," and the

ones who do not achieve this goal are branded "lazy" or "lag-

gard."

Students of psychology have found that a child can take

unto himself ideas, concepts, and skills only when he is suf-

ficiently mature to make them a part of his total personality.

Studies on reading readiness show that children grow at dif-

fering rates. "Expecting the same performance in reading of

all children because they happen to be of the same chronolog-

ical age is as senseless as to expect all to attain the same

height and weight at a given age." 1 In Bulletin Number 87 of

1 Ruth Cunningham, "Growth and Readiness, " Continuous
Learning, Bulletin No. 87 of the Association for UYVTdYaod
Education International, p. 9.

28
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the Association for Childhood Education International, Ruth

Cunningham has this to say:

Obviously, age is not a valid measure of
the physical maturity of a boy or a girl. There
is strong indication that the various factors of
growth develop together; that the child grows as
a total organism, so that what is true of physi-
cal growth is true of the whole child. It is
impossible, then, to expect the same performance
of all pupils because they happen to have similar
birthdays.2

One dominant factor in determining readiness is rate of

growth, but there are others, too. The cultural background

and the emotional adjustment of a child are also factors.

The relatedness with what goes on inside a child and what

goes on round about him is a most important feature of con-

tInuity in learning to read. Alice Miel gives the following

as factors in readiness for learning. These factors will fit

reading or any learning situation.

Never should it be forgotten that only the
individual can manage his own continuity in learn-
ing. However, outside arrangements may help the
individual in 1his process of selecting among the
alternatives open to him and in organizing his
learning if these outside factors take into ac-
count what we know about readiness for learning:

--that the individual must be maturationally
or developmentally ready for the available
experience.

--that the individual must be experientially
ready for the available experience:

must have had in home, school, and com-
munity an opportunity to become in-
terested in, concerned about, or

2 Ibid.
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informed about the area of experience
open to him.

must have developed concepts which allow
him to deal with the new experience.

must have consolidated earlier learnings
to the point where he is ready to take
a particular new step in learning.

--that the individual must be psychologically
ready for the available experience, must be
secure enough in his interpersonal relation-
ships to be able to give concerned attention
to the new experience.

--and that, conversely, experiences for which
he is ready should be available to each in-
dividual in the group.3

James L. Hymes, Jr., from a Study Group of the Associa-

tion for Childhood Education International, has this to say

about reading readiness:

The reading readiness discussion indicated
that readiness is a process of watching, pacing
and seeking which should be present whenever learn-
ing takes place. Readiness should be a period of
wide experience rather than a period of getting
ready to read. In many cases there is a tendency
to formalize the readiness period rather than keep
it informal. An alertness to and an awareness of
a child's interests are necessary in order to recog-
nize when a child is ready for any type of intel-
lectual activity.4

In the School Executive for October, 1950, Paul R. Hanna

has the following to say about reading readiness:

No reading program is considered adequate
today unless it enriches and extends the child's
world of experience. We used to be content to

3Alice Miel, "Continuity in Learning," Continuous Learn-
.nE, Bulletin No. 87 of the Association for Childhood Educa-
tion International, pp. 6-7.

4James L. Hymes, Jr., "The Child--Why He Is That Way,"
The ACEI Branch Excane, p. 5.



offer children reading materials of little cul-
tural value as the stuff on which they were to
practice and build reading power. Today we use
reading as a skill--a way to learn--and design
reading materials to carry the information and
appreciation needed by the child reader.

* .. .. . 0 0 0 * 0 0 * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 * 0 0

In addition to such maturation knowledge
about children in general, we must add the fact
that children differ widely in the chronological
age at which specific competencies mature suf-
ficiently to begin the reading process. Putting
all these factors together we have formulated
new reading programs in which we try to postpone
reading books until the childts physiological
psychological equipment is adequately developed
to assure reading success without doing damage
to the delicate sensory and motor organs of early
childhood.5

Nellie T. Lyons has the following to say about indi-

vidual differences and reading readiness:

There is a growing awareness that, because
of differences in physical and mental endowment
and in backgrounds of experience, individual needs
differ and that in teaching reading to children,
the individual needs must be considered. One of
the first and most obvious areas in which these
differences become apparent is in the child's
readiness to read. Readiness depends not on any
one factor but on all the combinations of traits
which make up the whole child. Appraisal of some
of the components of readiness such as mental abil-
ity, background of experience, and physical status,
may help the teacher in judging readiness, but prob-ably the best key is the child himself. Most chil.
dren who are ready to read reveal their readiness by
their intense interest in reading activities.6

5Paul R. Hania, "The Three R's Have Changed," School
Executive, LXX (October, 1950), 76-77.

6 iellie T. Lyons, "Relating the Reading Frogram to In.
dividual Differences," Elemertary School Journal, XLIX
('arch, 1949), 389.
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After drilling and drilling with word cards, phrase

cards, and sentence cards for about six weeks, the children

taught by the traditional method of teaching reading were

given the reading readiness test devised by L. C. Pressey.7

The ones who made thirty or above (which has a grade place-

ment of one year and two months) were put in the first or

"bright" group. These pupils were then given the basal pre-

primers to read. The other pupils were drilled again and

finally placed in other groups as they responded to the word

cards and other methods of drill. Table 2 shows the results

of the reading readiness test given by the traditional method

of teaching reading.

TABLE 2

AVERAGE SCORES FOR TRADITIONAL METHOD OF TEACHING
READING AND MODERN MET HOD OF TEACHING READING

ON PRESSEY PRIMARY CLASSIFICATION TEST,
FORM

Average Basic Average AverageGroup Taking Possible Score Grade Mental Chrono-
Test Score of Each Score Age logical

Group Ae

Traditional
method of
teaching
reading 80 44 1.9 7-3 6-9

Modern method
of teaching
reading 80 48 2.16 7-9 6-9

7Pressey, op. ci.
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In the modern method of teaching reading, the needs and

interests of the children, as unique individuals, were taken

into consideration. A program of living together and learn-

ing to get along with each other was carried on. Pictures

on the bulletin board told of summer vacations. Experiences

of these vacations were shared with the group. Large charts

were built in very simple language, based on these experi-

ences. The stories were planned and dictated by the chil-

dren under the guidance of the teacher.

Because of maturation and environmental home background

of most of the children, the Pressey Primary Classification

Test was given the children during the eighth week of school.

It was used as a game and was enjoyed by all. The results

of this test were given in Table 2.

The average chronological age was the same for both

groups. Because of cultural and environmental background

some children are ready to read when they enter school. This

may have had something to do with the average score made by

each group. There was a difference of four points between

the average score of the group taught by the modern method

of teaching reading and the group taught by the traditional

method. This difference in average score resulted in two and

one-half months' difference in the basic grade score and six

months' difference in mental age. There are no actual words

in the readiness test; the test contains four pages. The
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first page is the following of directions concerning pic-

tures; the second page is a classification of simple pic-

tures according to usage; the third page is discovering dot

pattOrns; and the last page is finding absurdities in simple

patterns. This test gives only a picture of the mental age

of each child and the resulting basic grade score. It is

assumed that a child is ready to read when the score is

around thirty or thirty-five, with a basic grade score of

one year and two months to a basic grade score of one year

and lfour months.

In the group taught by the modern method of teaching read-

ing, the needs and interests of the children were still the
basis for ongoing activities. Groups were formed according to

the interests and purposes of the children. Some of the chil-

dren really began to read notices on bulletin boards and sto-

ries prepared by pupils and teacher. The rooms were not built
with modern methods in mind. The materials and supplies were

not as sufficient as was desired to take care of all the in-
dividual differences of the children. Because of the ideas
of education held by the community, and the school in general,
the teachers were not free to follow up all the interests and
purposes evolving from different experiences. However, the

whole child was considered, and the development of a well-

rounded personality was the main objective, rather than how

much subject matter was being taught.



CHAPTER IV

INFLUENCE OF TRAITIONAL H ETHOD OF TEACHING READING

AND MODERN METHOD OF TEACHING READING ON ACHIEVE.

MENT IN CERTAIN ACADEMIC SUBJECTS

The Metropolitan Achievement Test was given to show the

achievement made in reading and in numbers. Primary Form R

was given in January, and Form T was given the last of April.

Table 3 gives the average scores made by the group taught

by the traditional method.

TABIT 3

INFLUENCE 01 TRADITIONAL METHOD OF TEACHING READING
ON CERTAIN ACADEMIC SUBJECTS AS SHOWN BY

METROP OLIT AN ACHIEVEMENT TEST
P SItARYDaORM I raeA

Average Average Average
Components Standard Grade Age

Scores Equivalent E quivalent

Word picture

Word recognition

Word meaning

Reading mean

91.76

94.6

91.7

... 0

1.6

1.61

1.12

1.38

6-9

6-10

6-m2
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Table 4 shows the average scores made by the group

taught by the modern method. Form R was also given to

this group in January.

TABLE 4

INFLUENCE OF MODERN fT HOD OF TEACHING READING
ON CERTAIN ACADEMIC SUBJECTS AS SHOWN BY

MTROP OLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST.,
PRIMARY FORM R--FIRST TEST

Average Average Average
Components Standard Grade Age

Scores Equivalent Equivalent

Word picture 89.18 1.54 6-8

Word recognition 94.14 1.67 6-10

Word meaning 99.14 1.48 6-5

Reading mean b.... 1.46 6-8

In the first two divisions of the reading test, the re-

sults indicate better scores for the group taught by the tra-

ditional method than for the group taught by the modern

method. In "Word picture" the group taught by the tradi-

tio3nal method made a score of 91.76; the group taught by the

modern method made a score of only 89.18. In "Word recogni-

tion" the group taught by the traditional method scored .46

point more than did the group taught by the modern method.

But in "Word meaning," the last division of the test, the

group taught by the modern method ranked first in the score

by 7.44 points. This seems to show that in the modern method
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of teaching reading, more meaning is given to words learned

through the ongoing activities. When the interests and pur-

poses of the child are considered, more meaning is given to

each word. As more drill, as such, is used in the tradi-

tional method, more word pictures and more words should be

recognized.

Table 5 shows the average scores made by the tradi-

tional group on Forrn T of the Metropolitan Achievement Test.

This test was given the last week of April.

TABLE 5

INFLUENCE OF TRADITIONAL METHOD OF TEACHING
READING ON CERTAIN ACADEMIC SUBJECTS AS

SHOWN BY METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT
TEST7PTIM YORM T-

Average Average Average
Components Standard Grade Age

Scores Equivalent Equivalent

Word picture 96.68 1.75 7-1

Word recognition 103.26 1.87 7-2

Word meaning 103.18 1.6 6-6

Reading mean . . . 1.74 6-11

T able 6 shows the average scores made by the group taught

by the modern method on Form T of the Metrplitn Achieve-

ment Test. This test was given the last week in April.
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TABLE 6

INFLUENCE OF MODERN METHOD OF TEACHING READING
ON CERTAIN ACADE1MIC SUBJECTS AS SHOWN BY

METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST,
PRIMARY FORM T-SECOND TEST

Average Average Average
Components Standard Grade Age

Scores Equivalent Equivalent

Word picture 102.87 1.85 7-3

Word recognition 102.74 1.86 7-2

Word meaning 108.36 1.82 6-10

Reading mean . . . 1.84 7-1

In the second achievement test that was given, the group

taught by the traditional method made a score of 96.68 points

in "Word Picture"f; whereas the group taught by the modern

method made a score of 102.87. In "Word recognition" the

group taught by the traditional method ranked first by .52

point. In "Word meaning" the score resulting from the mod.

ern method of teaching surpassed that of the controlled

group by 5.18 points, as compared with 7.44 points in the

first test.

In "Total reading" averages the modern method of read-

ing scored only 1.3 points more in the first test and 3.62

points in the second test. In total grade placement aver

age, the modern method of teaching reading scored only .08

point more in the first and .10 point more in the second test.



In many studies that have been made, the traditional

method of teaching reading always ranked higher in the

scores because of the use of drill on subject matter, which

in this case would be word pictures, word recognition, and

word meaning. Perhaps the teachers in the modern method of

teaching reading were conscious of being in the study and

did more drill than is usually the case.

The overall picture, from these two tests, shows a gain

for both the group taught by the traditional method and for

the group taught by the modern method of teaching reading.

The greatest gain made by the group taught by the tradi-

tional method was .52 point. This gain was shown in "Word

recognition."

The greatest gains made by the children working under

the modern method of teaching were in "Word recognition" and

"Word picture." The greatest gain shown for this group was

in "Word recognition" and was 13.69 points. The second

greatest gain wa in "Word picture" and was 8.60 points. The

gain in "Word meaning" was 9.22 points. The gains shown by

the group taught by the traditional method were 4.92 points

in "Word picture," 9.66 points in "Word recognition," and

1.48 pooints in "Word meaning." The greatest gain for this

group was made in "Word recognition"; the smallest gain was

in "Word meaning." There is not much meaning associated with

reading in "drill."
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Table 7 gives a comparison of the reading means on the

Metropolitan Achievement Test, Primar Form R and Primary

Form T for the group taught by the traditional method and

for the group taught by the modern method of teaching read-

ing.

TABLE 7

COMPARISON OF READING AEANS ON METROPOLITAN
ACHIEVE1iENT TEST, PRIMARY FORviR

AND FORI T

Average Grade Average Age
Reading Mean Equivalent Equivalent

for First Second First Second
Test Test Test Test

Traditional method
of teaching
reading 1.38 1.74 6-7 6-11

Modern method of
teaching reading 1.46 1.84 6-8 7-1

Table 7 shows that the reading mean in the first test for

the group taught by the traditional method was one year and

four months for grade equivalent and six years and seven

months for age equivalent. In the second test the reading

mean for this same group was one year and seven months for

grade equivalent and six years and eleven months for age

equivalent. For the group taught by the modern method, the

reading mean in the first test was one year and five months

for grade equivalent and six years and eight months for age
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equivalent. For the same group on the second test the read-

ing mean was one year and eight months for grade equivalent

and seven years and one month for age equivalent.

The standard reading mean for this achievement test was

two years for grade equivalent and six years and nine months

for age equivalent. Both groups came very close to the

standard set up for this achievement test in grade equiva-

lent. Both groups surpassed the standard of six years and

nine months as set up for this test in age equivalent. The

group taught by the modern method ranked higher in both grade

equivalent and age equivalent, because it scored so much

higher in "Word meaning." T "his seems to show that much more

meaning for the individual as well as for the group is asso.

ciated with reading when the interests and purposes of each

child are considered in the total development of the whole

individual.

Table 8 shows the influence of two methods of teaching

reading on "Numbers," as shown by results of the Metropolitan

Achievement Test, Primary Form R. In this first test in "Num-

bers" the group taught by the traditional method of teaching

reading ranked .82 point less than did the group taught by
the modern method of teaching reading. This seems to imply

that the group taught by the modern method learned more about

numbers than did the group taught by the traditional method,

but it could also imply that the group taught by the modern
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method learned more about numbers because of the development

of the purposes of the children by their activities.

TABLE 8

INFLUENCE OF TWO I,1ETHODS OF TEACHING READING ON
RESULTS OF METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMiVENT TES

PRIMARY FOR FR, NUMfERS"--FIRST TEST

Average Average Average
Group Taught by Standard Grade Age

Scores Equivalent Equivalent

Traditional method
of teaching
reading 129.38 1.58 6-4

Modern method of
teaching reading 130.20 1.75 6-6

The second test in "Numbers" shows that the group taught

by the traditional method of teaching reading surpassed the

group taught by the modern method by a score of 2.27 points.

Table 9 shows the influence of the two methods of teaching

reading as shown by the results of Form T of the Metropolitan

Achievement Test. As achievement tests are made for the pur-

pose of showing the result of drill and repetition, the group

taught by the traditional method would naturally show a large

increase. The over-all picture of the achievement test in

"Numbers" shows an increase for both groups in a comparison

of the first test with the last test. The group taught by

the traditional method scored 3.47 points more in the second
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test than it did in the first test; whereas the group taught

by the modern method scored only .38 point more on the sec-

ond test than it did on the first test. This does not show

much gain for the amount of time covered, but in the first

test the standard score for the group taught by the modern

method shows an average grade equivalent of one year and

eight months and an average age equivalent of six years and

six months.

TABLE 9

INFLUENCE OF TWO METHODS OF TEACHING READING ON
RESULTS OF METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TEST

PR IMARY FOMT, UME S.-Eco7TD~"*7 M

Average Average Average
Group Taught by Standard Grade Age

Scores Equivalent E equivalent

Traditional method
of teaching
reading 132.5 1.92 6-10

Modern method of
teaching reading 130.58 1.81 6-8

As the point reached by both groups in the first test

was supposed to be one year and five months for grade place-

ment and at least six years and five months for age equiva-

lent, these averages seem to show that the group taught by

the modern method learned enough about numbers through the

development of their interests and purposes to more than
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meet the requirements for standard grade and age placement

set by this standard achievement test. Even though the

gaIn was only .38 point from first test to second test, the

average grade equivalent of one year and eight months and

average age equivalent of six years and eight months scored

near the end of the school year placed this group very near

the standard set up by this achievement test. The standard

for the end of ,the school year was two years for grade

equivalent and at least six years and nine months for age

equivalent. This seems to imply that "Numbers" is being

taken care of in a satisfactory manner through the unfold-

ing of the interests and purposes of the group taught by

the modern method. The group taught by the traditional

method also scored very close to the standard set by this

achievement test for grade and age placement. The average

grade equivalent for the group taught by the traditional

method was one year and nine months. The average age equiv-

alent was six years and ten months. True to the pattern,

this was a very good average score for the group taught by

repetition and drill to accomplish. These scores also seem

to show that the study of "Numbers" was not neglected by

the group taught by the modern method because of less use

of repetition and drill.

In most studies of this kind the greatest gain is gen.

erally shown bT the group taught by the traditional method.
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The whole set-up of the traditional school was to gain "knaowl-

edge" by repetition and drill. This method of teaching,, be-

cause of this repetition and drill, generally showed gains

in achievement tests.

In the group taught by the modern method of teaching

reading, reading and numbers are not taught as separate

subjects, but are tools to be used as needed in carrying

out the interests and purposes of the individual or groups

as they work out these ongoing activities. Each individual

may not come in contact with as many words as does the group

taught by the traditional method, but will use only those

words or pictures that fit his need. After all, the child

is more ready to attack a new idea when he has acknowledged

the need and accepted it as his own purpose.



CHAPTER V

INFLUENCE OF TRADITIONAL METHOD OF TEACHING RE ADDINGG

AND MODERN METHOD OF TEACHING READING ON

PERSONALITY AND BEHAVIOR

Influence of Two Methods of Teaching
Reading on Personality

From the manual of directions devised by Louis P. Thorpe,

Willis W. Clark, and Ernest W. Tiegs, the following is found

to be the purpose of the California Test of Persoality:

The California Test of Personality has been
designed to identify and reveal the status of
certain highly important factors in personality
and social adjustment usually designated as tin-
tangibles.' These are the factors that defy ap-
praisal or diagnosis by means of ordinary ability
and achievement tests. Measurements of capacity,
skill, and achievement, important as they are, do
not constitute a complete picture of a functioning
personality. When the teacher has, in addition to
the above, evidences of a child's characteristic
modes of response in a variety of situations which
vitally affect him as an individual or as a member
of a group, she can use this more complete picture
of his personality to guide him to better personal
and social adjustment.

From one standpoint, use of the term person-
ality is not something separate and apart from
ability or achievement but includes them; it re-
fers rather to the manner and effectiveness with
which the individual meets his personal and social
problems, and indirectly the manner in which he
impresses his fellows.

Insistence on respect for the twholenesst of
the adjusting organism or guidance of the whole
child represents a major contribution of the

46
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modern movement in education. This personality
test is an implement or tool through which the
teacher can more easily and effectively approach
this desirable goal.1

Table 10 shows the average scores and percentile ranks

of the group which had been taught by the traditional method

of teaching reading. Table 10 shows that instead of im-

provement in self-adjustment, the group taught by the tradi-

t'ional method of teaching reading lost several points in

self-reliance, sense of personal worth, sense of personal

freedom, and feeling of belonging. The gain was .27 point

in withdrawing tendencies, and .34 point was gained in ner-

vous symptoms. Although this was a gain, it was too small

a gain to show much improvement.

In social adjustment there was .01 point gained in so-

cial standards and family relations. In anti-social ten-

dencies there was a gain of .32 point. In social skills,

school relations, and comunity relations there was a loss.

Table 10 tends to show that the traditional method of

teaching reading did not take care of the personality needs

of the children. As these are average scores, it is not a

true picture of what really happened. It does not mean that

there was not an improvement in the personality of any indi-

vidual child; but if the personality of some children was

improved by the traditional method of teaching reading, then

other children suffered a severe loss to their personality

1Thorpe, Clark, and Tiegs, opcit.
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development. It seems that it would be safe to say that the

traditional method of teaching reading failed to develop the

personality of the children taught in this group.

TABLE 10

AVERAGE SCORE AID PERCENTILE RANK FOR GROUP OF
TRADITIONAL METHOD OF TEACHING READING ON
SELF-ADJUSTMENT AND SOCIAL ADJUSTIENT.-.-

CALIFORNIA TEST 0F PERSONALITY,
ELEMENTARY FORD! A

Average Percentile
Possible Scores Ranks

Components Scores Fist Second First Second
Test Test Test 'Iest

Self-adjustment 48 36.28 34.51 60 55
Self-reliance 8 6.63 5.18 85 50
Sense of per-

sonal worth 8 6.35 6.03 60 60
Sense of per-

sonal freedom 8 6.08 6.02 70 70
'Feeling of be-

longing 8 6.38 5.83 60 60
Withdrawing ten-

dencies (free-
dom from) 8 5.66 5.93 60 60

Nervous symptoms
(freedom from) 8 5.18 5.52 50 70

Social adjustment 48 39.93 38.10 80 70
Social standards 8 6.82 6.83 85 85
Social skills 8 6.53 6.37 80 60
Anti-social ten-

dencies (free-
dom from) 8 6.18 6.5 70 85

Family relations 8 6.9 5.93 85 60
School relations 8 6.88 6.25 80 60
Community rela-

tions 8 6.62 6.22 90 70
Total adjustment 96 76.21 72.61 65 60

Behavior problems arise and the mental health of a child

becomes maladjusted when the needs, interests, and purposes
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of the whole child are not considered. Table 11 shows the

average scores and percentile ranks on self-adjustment and

social adjustment for the group taught by the modern method

of teaching reading.

T ABIE 11

AVERAGE SCORES IID PERCENTILE RANKS FOR GROUP OF
MODERN METHOD OF TEACHING READING ON SELF-

ADJUSTMENT AND SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT--
CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY,

ELEMENTARY FORM A

Average Percentile

Components Possible Scores Ranks

Scores First Second First Second
Test Test Test Test

Self-adjustment 48 35.00 37.51 55 70
Self-reliance 8 5.43 6.12 50 70
Sense of per-

sonal worth 8 6.25 6.55 60 80
Sense of per-

sonal freedom 8 5.12 6.05 50 70
Feeling of be-

longing 8 6.30 6.47 60 60
Withdrawing ten-

dencies (free-
dom from) 8 6.38 6.62 60 80

Nervous symptoms
(freedom from) 8 5.52 5.70 70 70

Social adjustment 48 40.22 43.10 80 85
Social standards 8 6.40 7.28 50 65
Social skills 8 6.42 7.25 50 75
Anti-social ten-

dencies (free-
dom from) 8 6.7 7.22 70 70

Family relations 8 6.92 6.82 75 75
School relations 8 6.95 7.38 70 70
Community rela-

tions 8 6.83 7.15 75 75
Total adjustment 96 75.12 80.61 65 80
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Table 11 shows a gain of more than one point in eleven

phases of the test. In family relations, under social ad-

justment, there is a loss of one-tenth of a point. This

might have been caused by friction in some family the morn-

ing of the test. Although the average gain is not so great,

at least it shows a gain; some personalities, undoubtedly,

gained more than others. The over-all picture shows that

the needs, interests, and purposes of the whole child were

given more consideration by the modern method of teaching

reading than by the traditional method.

Table 12 gives a comparison of the scores on self-

adjustment and social adjustment made by the two groups.

T ABLE 12

AVERAGE SCORES FOR EACH GROUP ON SELF-ADJUSTMENT,
SOCIAL AD JUST ENT, AND TOTAL ADJUSTMENT, FIRST

AND SECOND TESTS, CALIFORNIA TEST OF
PERSONALITY, ELEMENTARY FORMAL

Self Social Total
Adjustment Adjustment Adjustment

Group
First Second First Second First Second
Test Test Test Test Test Test

Traditional
method of
teaching
reading 36.28 34.51 39.93 38.10 76.21 72.61

Modern
method of
teaching
reading 35.00 37.50 40.22 43.10 75.12 80.61
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Influence of Two Methods of Teaching
Reading on Behavior

In the manual of directions written for use with the

Haggerty-Olson-Wickman Behavior Rating Schedule, the authors

have this to say:

The need is very great for a better under-
standing of child behavior, particularly undesir-
able behavior. Any instrument that furthers such
understanding should be available to all who can
make intelligent use of it. The scales should pri-
marily help to stimulate, direct, and improve re-
search in the behavior problems of children. The
chief argument for publishing the scales in their
present form is to help accomplish this purpose.
Under wise guidance the results obtained from the
use of the scales reveal more objectively the fac-
tors in a particular behavior problem. The results
may be used to correct the behavior problems of in-
dividual children. Thus the scales give a clearer
picture of both the weaknesses and the assets of
the individual, which may be used as a basis f or a
program of reconstructive education.

It should be stressed that the computation of
behavior scores of a single child or for a group of
children should always be considered the beginning
of a program of amelioration. One is never war-
ranted in regarding the score as a final act, that
may pin a noxious label upon an individual, giving
him an inescapable classification or justifying the
influence of the environment in which he lives. In
the school situation the rating may not infrequentl y
point to the need for some adjustment of school con-
ditions, for changes in the behavior of teachers,
for modifications of the curriculum, or for the ad-
justment of other disturbing environmental factors.2

Table 13 gives the scores on the Haggert-Olson-Wickman

Behavior Rating Schedule A, given early in December, for the

group taught by the traditional method and for the group

taught by the modern method of teaching reading.

2Haggerty, Olson, Wickman, p. cit.
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TABLE 13

SCORES ON HAGGERTY-OLSON-WICKMAN BEHAVIOR RATING
,SCHEDULE A, GIVEN IN DECEMBER, FOR TRADITIONAL

MET OD0F TEACHING READING AND FOR MODERN
METHOD OF TEACHING READING

Traditional Modern
Method of Method of

Behavior Problems Teaching Teaching
Reading Reading

Least serious
Disinterest in school work 149 170
Cheating 31 96
Unnecessary tardiness 30 40
Lying 25 30
Defiance to discipline 57 43

Moderately serious
Marked overactivity 106 150
Unpopular with children 152 52
Temper outbursts 20 72
Bullying 60 100
Speech difficulties 48 56

Most serious
Imaginative lying 30 18
Sex offenses .. 12
Stealing 33 45
'Truancy .. 36
Obscene notes, talk, or

pictures_

Total score 721 920

The Haggerty-Olson-Wickman Behavior Ratin Schedule A

was given in December and again in May. The first test in-

dicates that there were more behavior problems showing up in

the group of children taught by the modern method of teaching

reading than in the group taught by the traditional method of

teaching reading.
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Table 14 gives the scores on the Haggert-Olson-Wickrnan

Behavior an Schedule A, given in May, for thie group taught

by the traditional method and for the group taught by the

modern method.

TABLE14

SCORES ON HAGGERTY-OLSON-WICKMAN BEHAVIOR RAT ING
SCIEDULE A, GIVEN IN MAY, FOR TRADITIONAL

METHOD OF TEACHING READING AND FOR
MODERN MET HOD OF TEACHING READING

Traditional Modern
Behavior Problems Method of Method of

Teaching Teaching
Reading Reading

Least serious
Disinterest in school work 160 70
Cheating 35 28
Unnecessary tardiness 26 28
Lying 12 ,,
Defiance to discipline 43 12

Moderately serious
Marked overactivity 118 50
Unpopular with children 160 12
Temper outbursts 24 22
Bullying 60 32
Speech difficulties 48 20

MIost serious
Imaginative lying 30 12
Sex offenses
Stealing 21 21
Truancy
Obscene pictures, talk, or

pictures

Total score 737 309
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Averages have been given on the other tests in this

study, but the figures on Schedule A of the Haggerty-Olson-

Wickman Behavior Test are not averages; they are the actual

count of behavior problems listed for each group. The over-

all picture seems to show that when the purposes and needs of

each individual child are considered of uppermost importance

in the education of the whole child, when he is guided through

his interests into developing his total personality, there are

not as many behavior problems as there are when a child is

thought of as a sum of his parts and when isolated bits of

subject matter are taught.

Table 14 shows a great improvement for the modern method

of teaching. For the traditional method, disinterest in

school work has grown from 149 to 160. If the interests and

purposes of the children had been followed, instead of trying

to force interest in isolated subject matter, that score would

not have been so high. hen children are interested in the on-

going activities and understand, through teacher-pupil plan-

ning, just what their plans are and how they intend to carry

them out, disinterest becomes a minor problem with which the

teacher has to deal. Mhen the ongoing activities are moti-

vated according to the purposes of each individual, then a

great interest is shown and much learning takes place.

The next highest scores under the traditional method of

teaching reading were in unpopularity with children, marked
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over-activity, and bullying, with scores on the second test

being 160, 118, and 60', respectively. When the normal ac-

tiveness of a child is guided along lines of interest, he is

using this over-activity to his own advantage and to the ad-

vantage of the group as a whole. When provision is made for

individual differences and children are guided through teacher-

pupil planning to evaluate themselves and each other in a

s pathetic, democratic manner, desirable attitudes and un-

derstandings are built up, and children learn to get along

with each other in a wholesome situation of living together.

When the teaching of subject matter is motivated by prizes,

stars, and special privileges, then certain children who get

these privileges are unpopular with the other children. Re-

sentment is shown toward the children who always get the

prizes, stars, and special privileges. All children desire

attention and need the feeling of belonging and being worth-

while to the group. Some children will resort to bullying

younger children to get this attention, if they cannot get

it otherwise. The personality of the teacher plays a great

part in this whole process of living together.

If each individual is considered worthwhile by the

teacher, then she, in turn, through wise, loving guidance in

teacher-pupil planning, can give to each child a feeling of

security and the feeling of belonging. By a democratic liv-

ing together of teacher and pupils, desirable attitudes and
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understandings will be developed. When the development of

the whole child is considered as the goal of education, in-

stead of the imparting of isolated bits of subject matter,

then wholesome personalities are developed, and children

learn to live with one another.

Table 15 shows the average scores of the first test on

Schedule B of the Haggerty-0son - ickman Behavior n

TABLE 15

AVERAGE SCORES ON HAGGERTY-OLSON-WICKMAN BEHAVIOR
RATING SCHEDULE B, FIRST TEST, FOR TRADITIONAL

MMETHOD OF TEACHING READING AND FOR MODERN
METHOD OF TEACHING READING

Traditional Modern
Behavior Problems Method of Method of

Teaching Teaching
Reading Reading_

Intellectual 20.88 21.08

Physical 16.15 13.4

Social 17.2 21.56

Emotional 21.47 23.64

Total 75.70 79.68

Median 75 77

The first rating was given by the teachers early in De-.

cember and shows the average scores for both the group taught

by the traditional method of teaching reading and for the

group taught by the modern method of teaching reading. In
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the first rating the group taught by the modern method had

higher scores than the group taught by the traditional method

in everything except physical problems. It is better to dis-

cover the causes for behavior problems, to face them, acknowl-

edge them, and work toward better adjustment. This must be

done with all concerned working together in friendly coopera-

tion. To fail to acknowledge the causes of behavior problems

is to fail to help the individual. A physician finds the

cause of a disease before he can prescribe a remedy. Like.

wise, the causes of behavior problems should be found so that

they can be changed for the better. The two ratings seem to

show that the modern method of teaching reading did a better

job of finding out the causes of behavior problems than did

the traditional method and also of working out an adjustment.

Table 16 shows the results of the second test of the

Haggerty-Qlson-Wickman Schedule B. This rating was given in

May by both the teachers of the group taught by the tradi-

tional method of teaching reading and by the group taught by

the modern method of teaching reading. In this rating the

lower scores show the best adjustment. Scores from 35 to

70 give a picture of the ideal behavior adjustment. In the

first rating, the medians were 75 for the traditional method

of teaching and 77 for the modern method of teaching reading.

This is slightly higher than the ideal behavior adjustment.

In the second rating the medians were 64 and 63, respectively.
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Both methods showed gains in behavior adjustment over the

ratings on the first test.

TABLE 16

AVERAGE SCORES ON HAGGERTY-OLSON-WICKMAN BEHAVIOR
RATING SCHEDULE B, SECOND TEST, FOfR TRADITIONAL

METHOD OF TEACHING READING AND FOR MODERN
METHOD OF TEACHING READING

Traditional Modern
Behavior Problems Method of Method of

Teaching Teaching
Reading Reading

Intellectual 16.88 14.88

Physical 12.25 12.16

Social 21.2 12.7

Emotional 17.68 17.5

Total 68.01 58.24

Median 64 63

The reliability of the scales is far from perfect, as

no test can give a perfect picture of any situation. The

bias of the persons making the rating may result in tenden-

cies for ratings to deviate from a genuinely objective rec-

ord. Since teachers are subject to such bias to a greater

or less degree, a child's score may reflect the teacher's

attitude quite as truly as it does a fact about the child.

An analysis of results of the use of the scales reveals a
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tendency to emphasize behavior of an aggressive type and to

miss certain non-aggressive types of nervous or emotional

disorder, the correction of which may be as important for

the mental hygiene of a child as the correction of aggres-

sive behavior.

As Rivlin says:

Psychiatrists stress the necessity for fac-
ing reality because only by examining the true
conditions can undesirable influences be removed.
By ignoring or fleeing from the issue, the youngster
merely permits the pensions to increase till they
break down his defenses against nervous disorders.
The school must inculcate the habits of resolving
difficulties instead of submitting to them meekly.
.0 0 9 0 000 0 0 0* *0 0 0 0 0 *

Emotional health is a state of equilibrim
wherein the forces within the individual--his
wishes, ambitions, and needs--are in harmony with
themselves and with the stresses of the environ-
ment. When the two conflicting sets of forces are
evenly matched, the child is emotionally sound.
Thus, when the pupil who is eager to do well at
school succeeds in his scholastic world and wins
the recognition he desires, his mental health is,
to that extent, satisfactory. However, when he
finds that the external forces are too strong for
him he must attain equilibrium in another way.
He may change his ambitions to suit his ability;
he may put forth additional energy to compensate
successfully for his inadequate ability; or he
may decide that the school is so unfair that it
is small wonder he fails. Practically all in-
stances of problem behavior represent the child's
attempt to attain a state of emotional'equilibrim
either by changing his desires or by attempting to
satisfy them in some indirect way.3

The scores on the Haggerty-Olson-Wickman Behavior Rat-

n Schedule are purely the teacher's opinion of each pupil.

23.%

3 Hfarry N. Rivlin, Educating for Adjustment, pp. 138,
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Teachers should learn to be very objective in such records.

As the tests stand, this study seems to show that the modern

method of teaching reading did a better job of discovering

the causes of behavior problems and correcting them than

did the traditional method. Especially is this true in the

social and emotional adjustm-ent. For individual diagnosis,

the pupils rating on these tests should be used together

with all available supplemental data, such as his school rec-

ord, inte l ligence test scores, home conditions, school con-

ditions, and in fact, the total environment.



CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

More time was needed to make a thorough study of the

problem, but from this study the following conclusions have

been reached:

1. Personalities of children vary with each individual.

Experiences, opportunities, and environmental conditions are

factors which affect personalities and the ability of one

to adjust to the social needs.

2. Cooperative planning in a democratic society leads

to the development of purposes and needs of each individual

child.

3. Reading readiness gives a sense of security and in-

dividual worth.

4. Guiding the child in desirable behaviors leads to:

a. Getting along with others.

b. Sharing democratically with others.

c. Respecting others for what they are instead

of who they are.

d. Realizing and experiencing obligations in

the community and in the schoolroom.

61
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e. Exploring one's own interests and abil-

ities.

5. Training in modern methods of teaching greatly in-

creases the efficiency of the teachers in regard to pupil

development.

6. The development of the whole personality of the

child leads to a better social and mental adjustment.

7. Individual guidance and experiential background

help the achievement in reading.

8. Teachers must love children and love to work with

children in order to have the right personality relation-

ship within the classroom.

Recommendations

From the present study the following recommendations

seem to be warranted:

1. Teachers should understand that behavior problems

are caused by, and maladjustment is a result of, not deal-

ing with a child as a total personality.

2. Teachers should be required to take courses that

would help them to a better understanding of personality

problems of children.

3. Teachers should seek to help children to become

emotionally adjusted in regard to home life by friendly con-

tact with parents as well as by friendly contact in school

ith the teacher and other pupils.
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4. Teachers should help children to develop to their

utmost capacity by wise guidance in rich and varied experi-

ences.

5. Teachers should help the children to recognize

their responsibilities and obligations by xise guidance in

a democratic classroom.

6. The whole child should be considered in a reading-

readiness program. The mental, physical, personal, and

social factors of child development are involved in this

consideration.
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